Protecting the Past - RI

Planning Grant 2008-2009
Implementation Grant 2010-2013
A disaster plan fit for Little Rhody

• dPlanÊ
• + info about Rhode Island
• = Ri.dPlan.org

• Take a online terrific disaster plan template and make it fit the Rhode Island circumstance
A little about dPlanÈ

- Northeast Document Conservation Center
- Massachusetts Board of Library Commissioners
- Funded by:
  - Institute of Museum and Library Services
  - National Center for Preservation Technology and Training
How did it become RI.dplan?

- Connecting to Collections Planning Grant from IMLS
- Project: Protecting the Past in RI
- RI Office of Library and Information Services with the RI State Archives
- Steering Committee
How did dPlan become RI.dPlan?

We added information about nearby/local:
✓ Conservators
✓ Services for Staff and Volunteers
✓ Freezing services
✓ EMA personal
How did dPlan become RI.dPlan?

As well as:

✓ Post-Salvage Recovery Services
✓ Temporary Worker Services